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**Pocket Magnifier**: Example, Wards Scientific, Item number: 251410


**Streak Plate**: Example, Wards Scientific, Item number: 120290
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Rock Collection: To reduce costs, this item can be checked out through the GBC library or ordered through Wards Scientific. If you order your own rock collection, it is imperative you order the Classroom Rock Collection from Wards Science, Item number 453445. Your professor wants to make sure you study the right rocks!

https://www.wardsci.com/store/catalog/product.jsp?catalog_number=453445

Mineral Collection: To reduce costs, this item can be checked out through the GBC library or ordered through Fisher Scientific. If you order your own mineral collection, it is imperative you order the Classroom Mineral Collection from Fisher Scientific, Item number S67605. Your professor wants to make sure you study the right minerals!

http://www.fishersci.com/ecommerce/servlet/fsproductdetail_10652_740598__1_0
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Textbook and MasteringGeology:

MasteringGeology Standalone Access Code for Tarbuck Earth: An Introduction to Physical Geology
ISBN 0321823907
(This is the best deal because the access code to MasteringGeology includes an electronic textbook.)

Tarbuck Earth: An Introduction to Physical Geology 11th edition with MasteringGeology
ISBN 0321813936